Addendum No.2

Date Issued: February 19, 2019

RFP Name: Repainting of Gym for James Bridger Middle School

RFP# 2019-PUR-004

Question and Answer (in blue below):

1. Is the paint schedule really only 4 days?
   - Page 5
   - Start March 25th thru March 29th completion
   Yes.

2. Do not understand Page 6, 3.2 Cooperative Procurement.
   - Yes we are involved with Lee’s Summit School District painting their school.
   - Is this the answer you are looking for.
   No, that other schools can piggy back on our RFP.

3. When using a Scissors lift on the Gym floor to paint the exposed ceiling, do we have to lay Masonite Board down on the floor when driving the scissors lifts on the gym floor. (Protection of Floor)
   Yes, please provide and include in bid.